Daily Evaluation Rubric
Personal and Social Responsibility and Engagement
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Interpersonal Skills:

√ I arrived on time, in my PE Strip and took the initiative to get the class
started and demonstrated leadership
√ I was ALWAYS on task, enthusiastic, inclusive, motivated and had the best
attitude possible in drills and games
√ I put in maximal effective effort (couldn’t go harder) all the time when
participating (7 = sometimes max effort, sometimes very good)
√ Always creative and strategically involved (on/off ball, matt, weights)
√ demonstrated a top understanding of strategies, concepts, rules and skills
√ coach and guide others
√ creates the action … makes things happen

Today I deserve a 6 because I fully meet the following….
√ I took responsibility for my learning and helped get activities going
and accepted responsibility when asked
√ I was usually on task, had a positive attitude, encouraged others
√ I put in a very good effort, all the time when participating
√ Very involved and contributed towards my teams success
√ Demonstrated a very good understanding of strategies, concepts, rules,
skills
√ I was part of the action
Inconsistent in any of these areas = 5

Today I deserve a 4 because….

√ I arrived on time, sometimes late , forgot my strip/shoes once
√ Sometimes needed reminders to be active and involved during warm up
√ I was on task, sometimes more than others, sometimes distracted or
tended to socialize, inconsistent
√ I generally participated with good effort, I took breaks
√ demonstrated basic understanding of strategies, concepts, rules and
skills
√ I followed the action, waiting to jump in, sometimes part of it, run with the play

Today I deserve a 3 because….
√ I arrived late, and/or did not have complete PE strip 2 – 3 times
√ I needed direction to warm up several times
√ My energy/ engagement was lacking or intermittent
√ off task, needed guidance or several reminders to remain actively involved
√ often distracted socially by others, or exclusive, or disruptive
√ demonstrate minimal understanding of strategies, concepts, rules or skills
√ I missed some of the action as the game played around me, watched the play
Follows play at a distance

Today I deserve a 1or less because….

√ I OFTEN arrived late, and/or did not have complete PE strip
√ I missed/did not participate in several class activities -Did not take the
initiative to seek alternative activities or follow up
√ I need constant monitoring to be involved and to put forth an acceptable effort
√ I lack respect for my classmates, teacher, equipment, rules and the activities
√ I don’t have a positive attitude towards PE and the class
√ Lacked self-regulation or poor sportsmanship or inappropriate language
√Survival, unaware of the play, or uninterested

Leadership, Responsibility: PE strip , attendance, Engagement/Accountability/ Work Ethic , Self-Regulation/coping with pressure, Social awareness:
inclusive, Problem solving/ Decision making, Respect, Listening/ accept constructive feedback, Communication, Team Player

